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ABSTRACT: REST (Representational State Transfer) is stateless, client-server, cacheable communications protocol. REST uses HTTP for all four CRUD operations. In REST each data element is a resource, addressed by a URI. Media type is the name of a specific format or schema of a representation. Within an organization all API should be consistent and should have easy access. While designing REST API all information should be stored at one place for standardization. For that there will be one repository for Mime-type and Swagger documents. Developers will consume REST APIs and they need documentation, for that Developers Portal is required. It is useful for user to get all the information at one place. It will use repository created earlier. There should be some automation which will check implemented REST API’s matches with Documented REST API’s. All above steps are called as REST API life cycle management tool. By using this tools it will be easier to integrate with other tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Representational State Transfer (REST) [5] relies on a stateless (no state is saved), client-server (request/response), cacheable communications protocol and in virtually all cases, the HTTP protocol is used [5]. REST is used to design networked applications. The idea is that, rather than using complex mechanisms such as CORBA, RPC or SOAP to connect between machines, simple HTTP is used to make calls between machines. If we used SOAP or CORBA then there is requirement for client side to use the same because there is tight coupling. In many ways, the World Wide Web can be viewed as a REST-based architecture [12] because it is based on HTTP. RESTful applications use HTTP requests to post data (create and/or update), read data (e.g., make queries), and delete data [14]. Thus, REST uses HTTP for all four CRUD (Create/Read/Update/Delete) operations. In REST two software can be integrated. In REST each data element is addressed by a URI(Uniform Resource Identifier) and it a resource.REST was defined by Roy Thomas Fielding in his 2000 PhD dissertation "Architectural Styles and the Design of Network-based Software Architectures [6]". We can manage APIs throughout the entire lifecycle of the API, from planning and design, to development, operations and maintenance of it [12].

A. RESTful API:

Representational State Transfer is an architectural style helps to achieve fast performance, reliability and the ability to scale. In REST reusable components can be managed or updated without affecting whole system [9].

B. RESTful API Lifecycle:

RESTful APIs that enable you to integrate their tools into your own development lifecycle. We can use RESTful APIs to writescripts or code that programmatically deploy REST API web services, or that migrate REST API services from one environment to another, as part of a larger automated process that also deploys or migrates other applications [13]. As shown in fig.1 RESTful API lifecycle have different states.
II. RELATED WORK

REST is a term coined by Roy Fielding to describe an architecture style of networked systems. Roy T. Fielding defines REST in [6] as coordinated set of architectural constraints that attempts to minimize latency and network communication while at the same time maximizing the independence and scalability of component implementations. REST enables the caching and reuse of interactions, dynamic substitutability of components, and processing of actions by intermediaries, thereby meeting the needs of an Internet-scale distributed hypermedia system.

HTTP defines a set of methods, in [7] they used GET, PUT, POST and DELETE. Additional methods like HEADER and OPTIONS can be used to employ improved caching (HEADER), and return a service description (explanation of available methods etc.) of the given URI (OPTIONS).

According to The Definitive Guide to API Management [1] Ebook by apigee An API management solution needs to include at least these capabilities: Developer portal, API gateway and API lifecycle management. API lifecycle management to manage the process of designing, developing, publishing, deploying, and versioning APIs.

A Comprehensive Solution for API Management, an Oracle White Paper [2] describes create, annotate, publish, Portal, Deploy these steps for managing APIs. In addition to these steps we can provide security, performance, and scalability.

ORACLE API MANAGEMENT [4] provides end-to-end lifecycle management of APIs. Through a centralized repository, policy enforcement, and tracking of key performance indicators, the solution provides the foundation required to deliver business value. There are no ways for validating any combination for available solutions.

Developing RESTful Web Services with Webmachine [3] uses HTTP methods and conditional GET.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Now a days REST has become industry standard, Delivering standard and consistent API with quality is challenge for an organization. For that some tooling is required. This section is divided into number of steps, these are as following.

1. Central Repository
2. Developers portal
3. Validation
4. Comment / Review automation

A. Central Repository:

Swagger is a specification for documenting REST API [15] [11]. For easy access we stored all swagger documentat one place and meta data of all swagger document into one relation. We have provided GET, PUT, POST and DELETE http methods.

- If user want to post a new swagger document then content of his swagger document should be provided in body of POST request. This content will be validated against swagger schema version 2. If it's a valid swagger document then only the next step is executed otherwise exception is thrown. Then it will check the entry for given base path is there in repository or not if entry is there then it will check if the content of swagger for given base pathare same or not, if contents are same then it will do nothing else it will create new revisionId(revisionId is creation timestamp). If there is no entry for given basepath then it will create new entry. Then the swagger document is stored into repository.

- GET is used to get valid swagger document. User can get metadata information or user can get whole swagger document into json or yaml format depending on media-type. There are different API's for GET request based on user's requirements.

- User can replace meta information of open API or he can replace whole swagger document by using PUT request. PUT is somewhat similar to POST method. In put it will first check if the entry for swagger document given by basepath is present into repository or not, if it is present then it will check content of swagger document, if content are same then it will do nothing, if content's are different then it will create new entry given by this basepath with new revisionId, if there is no entry for given basepath then it will create new entry.

- User can delete open API by providing basepath in URI. It will delete all versionIds and all revisionIds for given basepath.

B. Developers portal:

This contains design and development of website so that it will be easy for a user to get all the information at one place. Developer’s portal uses repository created earlier. There are two portals one is internal and another one is external portal. External user/developer can give query to external portal and get efficient information. Reviewer will review all the apis. Reviewer will decide the status of api whether it should be public or private, if status is public then only external portal can access it. Private apis will be hidden from external portal. This will provide security. Which provides authentication and authorization. Product manager is responsible to make apis public.

C. Validation:

Validation can be done

- Before posting swagger document to the repository (content validation)
- Implemented rest api will be validated as per documented rest apis
D. Review comments automation:

Developer or Reviewer can add comment or review. External user or developer can’t add comment or review. Status of comment will be update automatically. This system will handle orphaned comments.

- Let, \( t_p \) be the time required to post the swagger documents,
- \( t_v \) be the time required to validate the swagger document,
- \( t_s \) be the time required to store the swagger document,
- \( t_r \) be the time required to review the swagger document,
- \( t_{r1} \) be the time required to validate implemented REST API as per documented REST API,
- And \( t_e \) be the error

Then the whole REST API life cycle will take \( T \) time and it is given by,

\[
T = t_p + t_v + t_s + t_r + t_{r1} + t_e
\]

eq. (1)

- Developer’s portal is a website which will give all relevant information related to user’s query. If server is down then user have to wait till it’s working.

\[
\text{Mean Time Between Failures} = \frac{\text{total up time}}{\text{number of breakdowns}}
\]

eq. (2)

\[
\text{Mean Time To Repair} = \frac{\text{total down time}}{\text{number of breakdowns}}
\]

eq. (3)

- "Mean Time" means, the average time.
- "Mean Time Between Failures" is the average time elapsed from one failure to the next.
- "Mean Time To Repair" is the average time that it takes to repair something after a failure.
- We can also measure performance in terms of response time, memory required, etc.

![fig. 2 Proposed System: REST API life cycle management](image-url)
IV. PSEUDO CODE

Pseudo code for post request:
Step 1: First user needs to give swagger document’s content into body of post request.
Step 2: If (empty) throw badRequestException
Step 3: Else call validate()
Step 4: If valid then check entry for given basepath is already present into repository, if yes then check contents are same or not if contents are same then do nothing else add new revisionId and call file service else throw badRequestException. If entry is not there for given basepath then add new entry.
Step 5: File service will save file into repository.
Step 6: Return metadata of file.

V. RESULTS

The proposed system is implemented in java. In fig. 3 result for POST, GET, PUT, DELETE APIs are shown.

![Graph showing response time for each method](image)

**Fig.3.** Response Time (in ms) for each method

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Due to some advantages of REST over SOAP it is convenient to use REST. REST uses all Http methods for all four CRUD operations. To maintain single version of truth store all swagger document at one place. Central repository helps to easily access swagger documents. Developers will consume REST APIs and they will need documentation for that developer’s portal is required.

The future work can be optimization of steps required to manage REST APIs. If user is not bothered about security then one can remove security from REST API management. Likewise organization can customize these steps as per user’s requirement.
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